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The following information was released by the Union  of Concerned Scientists 
(UCS):  

The more opponents of action on climate change say about stolen emails from the 
University of East Anglia's Climatic Research Unit,  the more apparent it becomes 
that they're deliberately misrepresenting the facts , according to the Union of 
Concerned Scientists (UCS).  

The latest example: In a December 17 Wall Street Jo urnal op-ed, CATO Institute 
Senior Fellow Patrick Michaels falsely blamed comme nts by climate scientists in the 
hacked private emails for editorial board resignati ons at Climate Research, a 
scientific journal.  

Michaels cited a stolen email in which climate scie ntist Michael Mann raises 
concerns to his colleagues about continuing to publ ish papers in Climate Research. 
Michaels then made this false claim: "After Messrs.  [Phil] Jones and Mann 
threatened a boycott of publications and reviews, h alf the editorial board of 
Climate Research resigned. People who didn't toe Me ssrs. [Tom] Wigley, Mann and 
Jones's line began to experience increasing difficu lty in publishing their 
results."  

Michael's assertion that the scientists whose email s were stolen triggered the 
resignations at the journal is a gross misrepresent ation of what actually happened.  

In fact, five of the journal's 10 editorial board m embers resigned because its 
peer-review process had broken down. In 2003, an ed itor there published a poorly 
researched paperlater found to be riddled with erro rs and partly funded by the 
American Petroleum Institutewhich argued that curre nt global warming was 
unexceptional. Hans von Storch, a professor at the Meteorological Institute at the 
University of Hamburg in Germany, who was the journ al's editor-in-chief at the 
time, said in response to Michael's op-ed, "In fact , I left this post on my own, 
with no outside pressure, because of insufficient q uality control on a bad papera 
[climate change] skeptic's paper, at that."  

Fortunately, subsequent published papers corrected the errors in the paper in 
question, demonstrating how the peer-review process  tends to correct such lapses 
over time.  
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Michaels is just one of a number of climate legisla tion opponents who have made 
false claims about the contents of stolen emails. S en. James Inhofe (R-Okla.), for 
example, asserted that emails written 10 years apar t were part of the same email 
chain, while Rep. Jim Sensenbrenner (R-Wisc.) libel ed the scientists whose emails 
were stolen.  

UCS is maintaining a site to keep the facts straigh t on debunked stolen email 
claims.  

The Union of Concerned Scientists is the leading U. S. science-based nonprofit 
organization working for a healthy environment and a safer world. Founded in 1969, 
UCS is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts, a nd also has offices in Berkeley, 
Chicago and Washington, D.C.  
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